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About This Game

It's time to get MEDIEVAL!

From the creators of the award winning puzzle games Doodle God & Doodle Devil, comes a new fantasy brain-teaser where you
can create your own Kingdom with Castles, Knights, Warlocks and Dragons! Great for gamers of ALL ages.

Daring adventure awaits you in this fantasy world where you can breed and raise four different types of Dragons, return the
family castle to prosperity or defile flowering lands as a Necromancer.

New Game Mode: Arm your Knight to fight through the hordes of monsters and mighty bosses in a new runner-style combat
game!

The famous Doodle series puzzle game play has been completed re-imagined in this ALL ages fantasy adventure.

Create a New Kingdom Today!

CRITICS LOVE THE DOODLE SERIES
“It's addictive. Insanely so! Lots of fun.” – 148Apps

“Wonderfully unique concept. Deeply satisfying!” – GameZebo
“Giving it huge thumbs up!" - TUAW

“Discovering each new element was an utter delight." -AppSafari
"You'll have to use your creativity…ruthlessly addictive." - Slide2Play
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FEATURES

 - All ages puzzle game play for the entire family
 - Intuitive one-click gameplay encourages thoughtful, creative play.

 - Breed and raise four different types of Dragons
 - Quest as a fearless Knight, Powerful Warlock or fantasy Dragon

 - Play the new “runner” combat mode

 ******
 LIKE: www.facebook.com/doodlegod

 FOLLOW on Twitter: www.twitter.com/doodle_god

More than 500 detailed reviews in gaming press, including:
Metacritics list of Reviews - 70/100

Kingdom of magic! - 3.5/5
There's no denying Doodle Kingdom's addictive quality. - 80/100

Breed dragons and create an empire in Doodle Kingdom
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Title: Doodle Kingdom
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
JoyBits Ltd.
Publisher:
JoyBits Ltd.
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Simplified Chinese
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A pretty basic concept with alright gameplay, but there was nothing unique about the game that made me want to play it.. The
tutorial does not work for me. I teleport into the circle it tells me too get inside, but it seems like it never triggers. So it
continues to tell me to teleport into the circle even though I'm standing in it.

Multiplayer is also quite buggy. My friend and I only got to paint together in a public lobby.. I don't really know what category
this game fits into, but I do know it's quirky and, even with being highly repetitive, I enjoyed playing it. In a way, it's a strategy
game because you have to figure out which paths you have enough resources to navigate; i.e. if you try to take the path straight
to the broken BloodDonald's you might run out of the resources you need to remove the items along that path (or to build the
BloodDonald's). It's not difficult so it's very casual-friendly, I guess you would say. Basically, the game is you have to clear a
path to the level exit but it's not just a straight shot because you have to satisfy the demands of the characters who call that level
home; you might have to rebuild their house or help set them up on a date before they grant you passage. Levels without these
needy NPCs still require you to clear a lot and procure item A before you can get item B that will allow you to leave the area.
There is some crafting involved, as well; sometimes you need to craft clothing, chairs, or an engine (among other items) to be
able to rebuild something or to trade to an NPC to get an item you need. There are also spells that you will need to craft, but the
game tells you everything you need and even highlights stuff when you have the necessary items. The game also has a built-in
strategy guide that you can look at to see what level has what resources, something you might need if you want to get all
achievements because the 'gather 5,000 units of gold' might not come from natural game-play (Maybe if you always upgrade
your banks to level 2\/3 you can get it in one play-through?).

I forgot to mention that it also fits into the category of time management, I guess? Depending on which mode you play, there is
a timer for each level that determines what star (medal) you get. I played without the timer because I just wanted to chill. I don't
believe the levels change any according to what mode you play since I did play the demo first with the timer and I didn't notice a
difference, but I could be wrong.

There are also what I would call hidden-in-plain-sight collectibles that are for fun and achievements; the princess statue has one
in every level, for a total of 60, but the stickers (gift boxes), posters, and black cats do not. Gotta collect'em all. The music is
very well-done and fits the game perfectly. There's a little bit of voice-over in the game, some during the story scenes that are
done with the stereotypical Dracula voice, and the rest are little reactions from the zombies, Dracula, and others while you're
clearing the levels; the ones you hear during the levels could get annoying after a while, especially the one during the wedding
level (I turned my volume down because he was so annoying to me, but maybe it's because I was used to the zombies and this
was a huge contrast to them). Pop-culture references can be found in the game, too, such as someone who "loves rings and
volcanoes".

I did not encounter any bugs, but I did notice a typo in relation to items the Master has to remove; the text says "neitralize"
instead of "neutralize", unless they did that on purpose for some reason (or that's how it's spelled in another language, such as
Latvian or Russian).. I like Spiralknights, and this DLC but i cant reccomend it unless its on sale (Which at the time im writing
this, it is about $1.49)
With the new mission you get :
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-The rocket hammer (Three tiers: Prototype, Stable and Warmaster)
-The seerus Mask (Three teirs: Flawed, Fractured and Perfect
-Dark ____(Once agian three tiers: Reprisal, Reprisal MK2 and Retribution)
-new music
-3 new missions (all the same but varying difficult: from 1 star rewards to 3 star rewards then up to 5 star)
-new loot
-a new boss to kill (Exclusive to The Grand Aresenal: Warmaster Seerus)

Its fun but not worth the price, its good to pick up in a sale
. The game is awesome. little bugs here and there just as any other EA game but nothing the devs wont look into right away,
Trust me, I already know. I think I'm on their list of "oh brother ,what you need now, huh?" But Devs are very active and willing
to solve any problem you might have. I think you'll enjoy it too.. Certainly better than the first one (where she just pawns the
MC off on another girl). Lots and lots of dialogue about roasted chicken and Lord Sky Fox though.. A worthy sequel to
"Freedom Force”, which is one of my favorite games of all time. “Vs. The 3rd Reich” improves upon the original's formula in
almost every way, except novelty. Both games have great gameplay and presentation. A very amusing game, expecially for
comicbook fans.. You play as a nymph servant named Pumpkin and your goal is to find ingredients to make a love potion to
seduce your Mistress, Mrs Amethyst. Not a lot to do in this one... Don't bother with this VN unless it's on sale and only if you
are a big fan of this kind of schlock. I would rate this a 4/10 (consider it a 3/10 if you hate VN and a 5/10 if you love them).

Cons:
- It's too short, even for a visual novel. Expect to complete it 100% in 1 hour then to let it open a couple more hours for the
cards and then to never play it again (good for achievement hunters I guess).
- The music is generic as hell. It uses at least one very recognizable public domain earworm. It's lazy and boring.
- Very few choices, extremely predictable story and basically every endings are the same.
- Not a lot of wanking material (only one scenario results in a sex scene and the writing is not erotic at all).
- Characters are bland clichés and the writing is uninspired.

Pros:
- The art is charming and good at least. It deserves to be in a better game.
- You don't need an adult patch to see naked boobs. You only need to got to the "galleries", press TAB then type the word
"code" and voilà! It's still very tame though.

Neutrals:
- The tongue-in-cheek humor is charming but too seldom used. A lot of waste potential storywise.
- The interface is ok. The skip button work like a charm, but it's not a good sign when you pass 75% of the time playing in
skipping mode.
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Best game. Yes.. I rarely play Visual Novels. I've dumped most of them half way trough. And the fact that I played this trough
AND pursued additional endings... I'd say thats a pretty darn good visual novel in my books. Enjoyed it thoroughly. Good stuff,
would recommend

Also,, just a hint... If you're into writing that doesnt neccessarily result in a happy endings but still feel satisfying, this is for you..
A very nice game with tricky puzzles. The graphics are not the newest but its still a game which can be very enjoyable because
of the story. In addition you must save your game with small breaks because of the lack of autosave and of game over situations
(fire in the woods or the stealth part) where you must load the last save you made. Because of this issue I had lots of replays
because I forgot to save my game and I had to replay 3 hours of the game again.. cant get a ps4 controller to work properly for
it, the controller setup is awful and says half the buttons are already mapped. looked like a promising game, going to refund..
well if you wanna know the story, stick men came from outerspace and then they were kinda hungry. so they found a few
inanouts. but the in and outs were great hubs for other stickmen aliens. so they had a big war. the end. Nope, just no... Don't
waste your time.. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I recommend this DLC. It is free so there is not really a reason to skip it. It adds a few nice customization options and I
especially like the scope reticle.. Actually I'm not that guy who plays a lot of puzzle games, but i played this game once and it
would be a pleasure to play it again.

6/10. Not a good game, it's got an interesting concept, but a sharp learning curve and is just overall fairly confusing. Also it's
online and the servers are abandoned, I reccomend putting your money elsewhere.
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